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STEP-BY-STEP LID LABEL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Locate the Lid Label from the label carton packaged within the Mosaic liner.

Clean the lid surface so that it is free of any dust or dirt. Slowly peel the top portion of the backing 
paper away from the Lid Label.  (FIG. 1)

Line up the top of the Label within the recessed area on the lid and run your finger along the top edge 
adhering it to the lid. Then slowly glide your fingers back and forth down the label applying pressure 
to prevent any air bubbles, while also peeling off the remaining backing paper as you go.  (FIG. 2)

The Label has now been successfully applied to the lid. Return lid onto Mosaic Station and place in 
your desired location.  (FIG. 3)

Components required for a 
Single Mosaic station:

x1) Mosaic Station (pre-assembled)
x1) Lid Label
x2) Narrow Signs
x2) Wide Signs

NOTE: No tools required for set-up

REQUIRED COMPONENTS:

x1) Lid Label
(example only)

x2) Narrow Sign
(example not to scale)

x2) Wide Sign
(example not to scale)
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STEP-BY-STEP SIGN PANEL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SIGN PANEL CHANGE/REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS

Align the bottom corners of the Sign panel you are installing with the slots in the Top Rim of the 
Mosaic. The Sign panel will need to be bowed out slightly to fit around the Top Rim and engage into 
the Sign panel slots.  (FIG. 1)

Slowly slide the Sign panel down through the Top Rim into the vertical corner extrusions until it 
reaches the bottom. Follow this step until all 4 Sign panels have been installed.  (FIG. 2)
(Narrow Signs for narrow sides and Wide Signs for wide sides)

Sign panels will be fully installed once inserted into bottom slot of the Mosaic base. Sign panel is 
properly installed when the top edge rests just below the Top Rim as shown above.  (FIG. 3)

Replace lid onto unit and place in your desired location.

Remove the lid from the Mosaic Station.

Locate the pill shaped hole within the liner that is positioned behind the sign you want to remove. 
With your finger, push through that hole outwards to bow out the Sign.  (FIG. 4)

This will create a gap between the sign and liner allowing your other hand to grab the top of the sign 
and pull upwards to slide out of the bin.

Follow steps 1-3 to Insert the new Sign panel into your Mosaic Station.

FIG. 4


